
Meeting Minutes
Lakewood Anti-Racism Task Force

Monday, September 12, 2022
7:00pm-8:30pm

Task Force In Attendance

X  Laura
Rodriguez-Carbone,

Chair

X  Jessica Cotton X  Carol Moss Chapman

X  Angelina Steiner,
Co-Chair

Nathan Lizanich X  Kathleen Newsome

X  William Yeung,
Secretary

X  Kathleen McBride,
Secretary

Samuel Pearson

City of Lakewood Attendees

Laura Jaisle, City of Lakewood
Chad Berry, City of Lakewood
Alicia Love, Equius Group

Public Attendees

Patricia Wellborn, President, Lakewood Black Caucus

1. Call to Order

Chair Rodriguez-Carbone called the meeting to order at 7:14 pm.

2. Roll Call

Secretary McBride called the roll and recorded ARTF members in attendance



3. Review and approval of meeting minutes

I. Chair Rodriguez-Carbone shared updates regarding the letters sent to the
Lakewood City Council prior to the August break. One letter requested that City
Council add the ARTF to the invitation list for departmental committee meetings.
The second letter indicated the need to fill two vacancies on the ARTF and
requested information regarding the process to fill these vacancies. There has
been no response to either letter during the recess. Chair Rodriguez-Carbone will
follow up. Ms. Jaisle recommended the letters be sent again via regular mail.

II. Co-chair Steiner sent a letter to Councilman Bullock, Chair of the Housing,
Planning and Development Committee, requesting collaboration with the ARTF.
He responded with an acknowledgement of receipt.

III. ARTF will schedule a strategic planning and norming session dedicated to
honing our focus.

IV. Ms. Chapman-Moss motioned to approve the July 25 meeting minutes. Mr.
Yeung Seconded the motion. The meeting minutes were approved.

4. Update on RFP process, the meeting with Equius Group
and next steps

I. Chair Rodriguez-Carbone, Chad Barry, Laura Jaisle and members of Equius
Group met in late July.

II. Alicia Love, a lead consultant from Equius Group, shared some background and
history of the company, including their vision to create a more just, inclusive and
equitable world. Equius has worked in the field of Diversity Equity and Inclusion
(DEI) for over 20 years and more specifically, racial equity, since 2012.

III. Ms. Love prosed clarification questions related to the RFP process, including: the
timeline, details of the process, priorities, expectations associated with the final
report, ownership and various responsibilities of the involved parties.

IV. Chair Rodriguez-Carbone explained the ARTF is an independent body within a
larger government structure, under the umbrella of the current administration.
Our expectation of the Racial Equity Plan (REP) is the development of a
roadmap supported by current data and research. This will be a complex process



and will include community involvement along with analysis of community input. It
will serve as a guide to the current administration and those that follow. Our
intention is to create a roadmap that will be actionable; it will include guidance
supported by research and best practices to minimize foreseeable obstacles to
its implementation. The ARTF will present the REP to the administration, as well
as, City Council. The ARTF does not have oversight as to which
recommendations will be implemented. Ultimately, the administration, in
conjunction with the city council will determine how the recommendations are
utilized and implemented.

V. Ms. Love raised a question regarding the roles, responsibilities and involvement
of various committees and the City Council. Cooperation on the part of these
bodies is expected, but answers to her question are not clear at this point. The
ARTF will rely on Equius to serve as a liaison between the ARTF, the
administration and council committees. There is no institutional precedent for this
plan. The ARTF will rely on the expertise of Equius as we navigate this project.
Equius is expected to provide guidance that will bolster effective communication
between these groups. This task force will look to Equius to suggest and
demonstrate strategies that have been successful in reducing hesitancy toward
anti-racist policies in other municipalities.  Our hope is the recommendations are
presented using language that is clear, thoughtful and palpable.

VI. In addition to quantitative data, Equius recognizes the importance of qualitative
data obtained through dialogue and narratives, especially in this type of work.
They will employ specific techniques designed to gather critical qualitative
information from community members through open forums, targeted focus
groups and salons; Equius Group will facilitate these events. The issues of safety
and security during these meetings were raised and formal arrangements will be
secured to address the concerns. Registration for these community involvement
opportunities will be required.

VII. Ms. Jaisle and Mr. Barry will play an essential role as liaisons between the ARTF,
Equius Group and the administration throughout this project. Mayor George and
her cabinet meet weekly. Ms. Jaisle and Mr. Barry regularly attend these cabinet
meetings. They will have the opportunity to maintain regular communication on
behalf of the ARTF at these meetings. They already possess roles that enable
them to provide timely clarifications related to our objectives and the importance
of this process. Ms. Jaisle and Mr. Barry will provide updates, make formal
requests for required records and related documentation. In an effort to gain



knowledge and understanding of current policies and procedures, they will assist
in the coordination of meetings and interviews.

VIII. Equius Group identified the need for the ARTF to identify the most pertinent of
city departments, as related to our work, and focus on them due to the size and
scope of this project. Co-Chair Steiner recommended using the comprehensive
data collected through the Lakewood Health Needs Assessment (LHNA) and the
final report as a guide as we select specific areas of focus. Ms. Love affirmed the
importance of utilizing data from the LHNA and other current, available data.

5. ARTF Prioritization Retreat

I. Carol Moss Chapman will lead the ARTF in a series of activities at Cove
Community Center at 7:00 on Monday, October 12, 2022. These exercises will be
designed to help the ARTF dig into our five areas of focus: Safety, Housing,
Education & Culture, Community Wellness and Process Infrastructure.

II. We will meet in the lower conference room at Cove. The meeting may last until
9:00. The possibility of meeting in executive session was proposed. Mr. Berry will
check with the Law Department for approval.

6. Check-in with Reports Committee about Reports to City Council

Chair Rodriguez-Carbone will review the combined report for quarters two and three of
2022. They will be submitted to the City Council via email.

7. Discussion: Moving the location of future ARTF meetings

I. The opportunity to interact with members of council, the administration and other
community members during overlapping meetings was presented as a benefit to
the current location at City Hall. Maintaining visibility and the opportunity for
informal interactions were additional benefits to meeting at City Hall.

II. It was suggested meeting at the Cove Community Centermay be more
comfortable with less potential scheduling conflicts related to the room. However,
the building would need to remain open and accessible to the community during
our meetings due to the Sunshine Law. Mr. Berry assured the group, security
measures would be put in place, if ARTF meetings were relocated to Cove.

III. It was agreed upon by the group that regular meetings would continue in the
current location in City Hall. An alternate location may be selected for specific
meetings in the future.



8. Public Comment

I. Patricia Wellborne, President of the Lakewood Black Caucus expressed
appreciation to the ARTF. She agreed the frustrations and challenges of failed
attempts to engage in meaningful communication and collaboration can be
exceptionally disappointing. She acknowledged this is very hard work, an uphill
battle. Ms. Wellborne strongly encouraged us to stay the course. She pointed out
the importance of building relationships and trust with leaders. She explained the
need to outline all of the benefits of anti-racist policies and practices and the
ways in which some of the consequences will serve the interests of those being
addressed.

II. Ms. Wellborne spoke specifically about the housing crisis and explained it must
be addressed or the city will lose the diversity it boasts. She also talked about the
importance of maintaining the ARTF after the completion of the Racial Equity
Plan is complete. Ms. Wellborne offered her continued participation at ARTF
meetings.

III. There was more discussion related to the LHNA. The data demonstrates the
significant disparities in our community. The findings support the relevance of the
work of the ARTF and the need for change. Anti-racist policies and practices are
essentail for an equitable and just community.

9. Adjournment

Chair Rodriguez-Carbone moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Yeung seconded the
motion. Meeting adjourned at 8:45 pm.

Future Meeting Dates:

Monday, November 7, 2022 at 7:00 pm
Monday, December 5, 2022 at 7:00 pm


